Abstract-Under the specific environment of Web 2.0, the formation of Internet users' opinions online has been impacted a lot. While prior researches do not thoroughly explain the crucial factors to influence group opinion polarization on the Internet. This paper contributes to the literatures, first, by abstracting and integrating key influential factors to group polarization behavior, which are divided by three dimensions: individual, group and topic. Second, establish group polarization model based on multiagent and after simulation, we find out how these codetermined factors comprehensively affect the performance and which factor influences this behavior most. Additionally, we simulate out the threshold value to generate group polarization behavior in this system, which is 0.2. These results give relative references and implications for further study.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking phenomena in our human society is learning and adaptive behavior. The commonest examples are from our daily life: we choose the restaurant which most people patronize and read the book which most people read. Milgrim, Bickman and Berkowitz conducted an experiment in 1968: they divided participants into different groups with numbers from 1 to 15 and let them look up into the sky in street. They found that when only one person did this, seldom people would follow him. While, if five persons did this, more people but not so many would follow them. Eventually, if 15 persons did this, about 45 percent of the passerby would also look up into the sky. This phenomenon is called herd behavior which is proposed by Abhijit V. Banerjee in 1992 [1] .
In real life, it is common to find herd behavior, while, whether similar behavior will happen on the Internet?
The case "Panic buying of salt" in China in 2011 was caused by the public and sensitive event "Japanese affect nuclear leak". At first, just some rumors on micro blog a small group of people. These people believe and spread this information, sequentially lead to more people believe it to be true. Finally, more people follow and disseminate this opinion which finally forms group polarization.
Another example is the hotly disseminated online video "Gangnam Style", whose click volume has embalmed into Guinness World Records. Even Obama's team imitates it to ask votes for the American presidential election. One of the secrets is the function of opinion leaders such as Britney and Katy Perry at the first stage of promotion. Soon after, more people follow the tide of first affected Internet users, and finally set off the emergency behavior. Indicated by Spiral of Science Theory proposed by Noelle-Neumann (1974) , under the anonymous environment of Internet, individual's right of speech expends extremely [2] . Internet users promote the formation of public opinion by transmitting and following online posts, whose behavior can be easily influenced by others' opinions. The Internet, which is regarded as a public infrastructure to integrate individuals' and groups' opinions, is inevitable to generate extensive group effects, so that group polarization behavior is more likely to happen on the Internet [3] .
From the examples above, we can find that the effect of group polarization on the Internet is a double-edged sword. On one hand, imitations are easy to happen in group even though the behaviors may meaningless. On the other hand, we can take advantages of group polarization to help transmit and convey some important information. However, under what conditions will generate and what are the key factors to influence the performance of group polarization on the Internet need deeply research.
Past researches have extensively elaborated on the concept of group polarization [4] [5] . It is firstly discovered by American scholar Stoner's study about "risky shift" in 1961, which led Moscovici and Zavalloni (1969) to term this overall phenomenon "group polarization" for the first time: In group's decisionmaking process, individual's opinion or decision is always affected by interactions and discussions between members in a group, which may generates uniform behavior [6] . Myers (1975) stated that the occurrence of group polarization is due to one or some members' attitude or opinion in a group being intensified [7] .
In order to understand the mechanisms of this behavior, there is a way to recreate an artificial universe to simulate this complex system (Mohamed N et al., 2011) [8] [9] . Recently, large numbers of scholars emphasize the importance of systems thinking and use this methodology to solve various practical problems, for example, climate changes (Kaine G et al., 2011), insurgents (Briscoe, E et al., 2011) [10] and government management (Buuren, A et al., 2012) etc. Therefore, in this study, we propose to establish an artificial Internet system to simulate the formation of group polarization behavior in order to obtain general principles on it.
Besides, identifying influential factors is an important process to evaluate the performance of a system or behavior (Wetzstein, B et al., 2011) [11] . Till now, many investigations focus on the influence factors of group polarization and the results of network structure after group polarized.
From the aspect of psychology and behavioral science, current literatures mainly pay attention on single or few perspectives. Xie (2003) stated that group's pressure and independent thinking power has relationship with the effectiveness of group polarization [12] . Besides, group homogeneity (Tom Hayes, 2010) [13] , interaction frequency between individuals (Yang, 2009), effect of opinion leaders and first affected Internet users (Watts & Dodds, 2007 ) are the ones proposed by different scholars respectively [14] . For the essence of topics, information ambiguity based on informational influence theory, and event sensitivity, publicity (Zhang Yiwen et al., 2012 ) also affect public opinion, which are the bases for the formation of group polarization [15] .
From the aspect of system science, Michael W. Macy et al. (2003) verify that the network structure after group polarization is bi-polarized balanced state based on multiagents [16] . This result is very important for further study. Also, Yang (2009) established a herd behavior evolution model based on cellular automation to simulate group decision making behavior [17] .
Other scholars pointed out some behaviors which are very similar or have relationship with group polarization. For example, the simple model of herd behavior proposed by Abhijit V. Banerjee (1992) and the BHW model set up by Sushil Bikhchandani, David Hirshleifer, Ivo Welch (1992) also help to explain the mechanism of group polarization to some extent [18] .
To sum up, current existing literatures have contributed a lot on the study of group polarization and are the bases to extend further researches. However, most of them were fragmented and only proposed limited influence factors from single view. Besides, they do not consider the condition of multi-factor coupling influence on group polarization. In this paper, we make an integrated consideration of different factors comprehensive influence on group polarization under the guidance of system thinking [19] . Moreover, we try to find out the ranking relationships between them. Based on catastrophe theory, we also research on the threshold value to generate group polarization behavior.
Based on these, this paper addresses following issues and uses agent-based modeling methodology to establish group polarization model on the Internet to verify: 1. How multiple factors comprehensively influence the effectiveness of group polarization? 2. Which factor influences the performance of group polarization most? 3. Whether there exists threshold value for crucial influence factors that when the factors exceed the threshold, the formation of group polarization will be accelerated?
The rest of paper is organized as following: Theoretical bases are put forward in section 2. In section 3, we describe the details to set up group polarization model based on multi-agents. The implementation process and simulation results are displayed in section 4. Besides, this part also gives detailed analysis of the system and results. In section 5, key findings are provided to manage this human behavior. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is summarized in the last section.
II. THEORETICAL BASES

A. Social Comparison Theory
Social comparison theory is first proposed by social psychologist Leon Festinger in 1954 [20] . It indicates that when an individual lacks of independent thinking power, he will make self-evaluation by regarding others' behaviors as reference and scale which can lead to conformity behavior in a group. With the development of related theories, Henri Tajfel and John Turner put forward social identity theory in 1979 which contained three stages to evaluate others as "us" or "them", that is to say, they are "in-group" or "out-group" [21] . The first stage is self-categorization which is the process to decide which group you and "the other persons" belong to. The second stage is social identity which indicates that a person is defined as a member in a specific category by his own subjective perception (Mackie, D.M, Tajfel, H. & Turner, J.C. 1986) [22] . The final stage is social comparison which would eventually lead to group polarization.
Individuals in different groups have formed the perceptions that "we" and "they" are quite different. In order to gain acceptance in their own group, the individuals may perform distinctive behaviors with "outgroups" but similar with "in-groups". They prefer to conform to or present more extreme positions than group's opinion, so that to show their "loyalty" of the group, which causes group polarization to take into shape (Van Swol & Lyn M, 2009) [23] . This theory explains why we people conform to our organizations and imitate traditional role models. For example, if the persons around you all follow one specific singer, you may try to listen and be fond of this singer's songs involuntarily. 
B. Informational Influence Theory
The initial finding of informational influence was proposed by Stoner in 1961. He found that the individuals would make risker decisions after discussing with group members. Following studies explained further that group discussion does not always result in risker decision, but just more extreme than initial tendency (Myers & Arenson, 1972) . And the individuals will lean toward the "persuasive" opinion without private information processing, which cause final decision be polarized under the effect of it (Kaplan &Martin F, 1977) [24] . Hinsz and Davis came up with the conclusion after an experiment conducted in 1984. They also found that higher number of arguments will facilitate the formation of group polarization. And that is why the advertisements which "show off" more advantages of goods will attract customers' attention, even though we don't know whether these arguments are true.
C. Influence Factors of Group Polarization
Current literatures mainly pay attention on the influence factors of group polarization from the aspect of three areas: individual, group and topic.
For individual factors, Xie (2003) states that it is difficult for a group of individuals who has independent thinking power to form group polarization [12] . This indicates that individuals' independent thinking power has relationship with the formation of group polarization. If an individual has high independent thinking power, he will process and filter information independently with lower degree of influence by others. That is to say, he will try his best to reduce the probability comparing with others to reach a determination. Therefore, we assume that individual's independent thinking power negatively influences group polarization.
For group factors, Tom Hayes (2010) finds that a group set up by similar interest is often very highinteracted between members and xenophobia [13] . They adopt accordant behavior and often follow group's opinion instead of their own. This indicates that group polarization has a relationship with the homogeneity and density of the group. From the statements above, we can infer that the more the members in a group believe in an opinion, the more individuals would follow it due to more social pressures they perceive. Hence, we can propose homogeneity level and density of a group positively influences group polarization. Watts and Dodds (2007) provide us with the evidence that group polarization is mainly driven by the very first affected individuals [14] ; of course, these individuals can be opinion leaders. That is to say, the initial decision tendency of group members has critical influence on polarized result. Based on these, we make the hypothesis that group polarization's result is determined by opinion leaders, while, polarization percentage is mainly determined by the first affected individuals.
For topic factors, Thomas G. et al. (1973) show that some sensitive topics, for example, the topics about government, public policy, law, war, violent behavior and college life, are easy to cause group polarization. This reflects that information's sensitivity is an important influence factor. Zhang and Qi et al. (2012) define the inner dynamism for extreme emergency as two factors: event sensitivity and event publicity [15] . Event sensitivity is the basic to generate inner dynamism, which has closed relationship with event's type and property. Event publicity is the range of influence an event may create, which may perform as physical influence, economical influence and time duration of an event. This definition has great reference for the classification of topic factors that influence group polarization. According to above researches, we can propose that topic sensitivity and publicity positively influences group polarization. Li (2005) concludes that the ambiguity of information is one reason which leads individuals to follow others from the aspect of event situations. If the degree of information ambiguity is high, information's accuracy and persuasion would not be enough for individuals to lean towards. Therefore, we propose that information ambiguity negatively influences the formation of group polarization.
To summarize, here we abstract and integrate crucial influence factors of group polarization as 
A. Assumptions
Based on the related work, two assumptions are proposed before establishing the model. Assumption 1: In this model, media factor's effect is ignored (such as network structure).
Therefore, we simulate only in one specific system. Assumption 2: According to the theoretical bases to generate group polarization, we define when the perceptive benefit for an individual to adopt an opinion is larger than the threshold value, the agent will follow this opinion without private information processing, due to he perceives it is optimal for him to be in accordance with others.
In order to evaluate the result of group polarization on the Internet, here we propose two indicators to reflect the performance from the aspect of speed and number respectively. The first is polarization time which is defined as the time when 80 percent of the agents have been polarized. The second is polarization percentage which is defined as the percentage of different opinions on the Internet after group polarized. 
B. Process of Group Polarization
According to the theories discussed above, here we divide the formation process of group polarization on the Internet into 3 stages which be displayed as Fig. 3 .
Stage I: Polarization Preliminary Stage: The Internet is gradually self-organized by human beings and bringing great waves of user generated content (UGC). Among various UGC, due to informational influence theory stated above, if an event is sensitive, public and stated clear enough, it will cause discussions and attentions among groups on the Internet. For instance, if an upcoming movie is acted by some famous or attracting star etc., it will attract the attention of public and large numbers of UGC about it will be released online.
According to Fig.3 , at first, Internet users can be regarded as various and isolated nodes. Referring to social comparison theory, the individuals in the same color are in the same group and have similar interest. When Internet users begin to pay attention on an event, they will interact and discuss with each other, which is represented as connected edges. This is the preliminary stage of the whole formation process.
Stage II: Polarization Emergency Stage: Some person (e.g. one opinion leader) who has high perceptive benefit notices this event and posts his own opinion. As a matter of fact, antagonistic opinion is also likely to be carried out by another "prestigious" person (e.g. another opinion leader). Meanwhile, under the guidance of non-linear coupling theory, the individual, group and topic factors comprehensively affect the decision of an individual in a non-linear complex system [25] . Therefore, when others pay attention to these two persons' opinions, they believe it is optimal for them to follow one of them without regarding their own information. Elements within the system will generate appearance of disordered behavior under non-linear effect. For example, we can consider "Fang vs. Han event" in China as a case.
As the figure indicates, different opinion leaders may post different opinions on the Internet. The neighbors who has observed or interacted with the corresponding opinion leader may choose to follow his opinion. With the development of the whole process, the more people follow this opinion, the more others believe this opinion to be true. Therefore, group polarization begins to take into shape and this is the emergency stage of the whole process.
Stage III: Polarization Formation Stage: In stage 2, we know that Internet user 1 doesn't interact with any opinion leader. Therefore, he just keeps his original opinion. While in stage 3, since all his neighbors have followed opinion leader 1's opinion, under the influence of others, Internet user 1 will adaptively change his opinion to be the same with the neighbors, which in accordance with opinion leader 1. For Internet user 2, we can observe that he is connected with both opinion leader 1 and opinion leader 2. However, in Stage 3, we can find that Internet user 2 is in the same group with opinion leader 1, therefore, he is more likely to follow opinion leader 1.
Eventually, the opinions in system reach a balanced state: bi-polarized, that group polarization has been formed. Therefore, this is group polarization formation stage of the whole process.
C. Model based on Multi-agent
Here we use Agent-based modeling methodology to establish group polarization model on the Internet according to the principle of complex adaptive system (CAS) [26] .
General Description of the Model: The hierarchical general model is designed as Fig. 4 shows [27] .
The bottom layer is Agent layer. It contains all the agents which reflect problem regions and system's responsibility. The processing method is to divide heterogeneous agents as corresponding agent classes and regards all homogenous agents as one agent class. We define two heterogeneous Agents in this layer. First is Internet user who stands for mass general users who use the Internet application. Second is opinion leader who stands for the individuals that likely to influence others and move information in the immediate environment between them (Katz, Lazarsfeld, 1955.3). The middle layer is Individual-agent characteristic modeling layer which contains all the structures and characteristics of individual agent, including attributes and functions. Generally, this layer adopts a general model as Fig. 5 shows which is made up of 4 components: Inner states, Sensor, Effector and Environment. Inner states mainly define the attributes of agents. Each agent has a sensor to sense the environment in order to change its own state, these are called perceptions. Each agent also has an effector to affect the environment in order to change the condition of environment, these are called behaviors. Environment contains output variables of the system which are used to evaluate the performance of group polarization. The top layer is MAS layer. This layer defines interaction rules and solves some critical communication problems. For example, the accessing method between agents is a combination of broadcast and unicast from agent to agent and all the agents are designed autonomously and intelligently which can move in Moore type by one step at each simulation clock etc. When interaction happens, each agent decides its next behavior according to the defined rules which will be discussed in next part.
Model of Group Polarization on the Internet: First, some critical parameters and variables of this model are defined as below.
 Independent thinking power: The determining ability of an event's nature without the influence of others after an event happens. Here we set the value by five different levels and defined as variable Ind_thinking (I e )∈ (1, 5) . The higher the value of I e , the higher independent thinking power is.  Group variety: Individuals' social identity to a specific type of group. Here is divided by five types according to different interest or acquaintance group as variable Group_var (G k )∈ (1, 5) . The higher the value of G k , the bigger the variety and lower homogeneity the group is. Based on Hopfield network model, the algorithm for one Internet user agent to behave in this system is described as below. 
For Eq. (2), V s ∈ [0,1] is a parameter that adjusts the percentage of perceptions from inside or outside the system. Co_Factor is the co-determined factor that comprehensively affects the performance of group polarization which is approximately between 0 and 1. This equation is an improvement than previous research, since it replaces the only considered parameter "opinions' kind" in the network (Li et al. 2013 ) by an integrated factor Co_Factor in Eq. (3). We can obtain that higher the value of Co_Factor, higher effectiveness group polarization behavior is. It includes three dimensions influence factors which described previously and λ is an adjustable parameter. P ex is the perception from outside the system. Here we set a threshold value π threshold =0.7+βχ, where β is an adjustable parameter and χ is a random value between (-05, 0.5). If Percep_benefit > threshold , the Internet user will change from its opinion to Opinion 1 or 2, else, it still holds its original opinion.
The interaction rules defined in MAS layer is given as below. Here we use Swarm for Java to implement the model [29] .
Step 1: Event starts.
Step 2: interact( ) is always executed by the implementation of ActionGroup in System.
Step 3: if((OLSpace.getObjectAtX$Y(xPos,yPos)!=null)||(IUS pace.
getObjectAtX$Y(xPos,yPos)!=null) viewUGC( ); else interact( );
Step 4: //When > threshold , opinionChange( ) will be executed. Else, return to Step 2.
if(Percep_benefit > threshold ) opinionChange( ); else holds original opinion;
Step 5: Simulate output variables. Change the parameters respectively in order to find out how these factors influence group polarization comprehensively.
Step 6: Find multi-factors ranking relationships and the threshold value to generate group polarization.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
According to equation (2), we assume V s =1 which means the overall perceptions are all from inside of the system, that is to say, there is no information delivery between different media which is in accordance with Assumption 1. Set the adjustable parameters λ and β to be 25 and 0.5 respectively in order to obtain reasonable results.
A. Model Testing
Based on the established model, here we test it by two extreme conditions. With group density equals to 0.6, Condition 1 that G k =1 is most likely while Condition 2 that G k =5 is least likely to form group polarization behavior. We use these two cases to validate our model. Set the parameters as Tab. 1, Fig. 6 shows the formation process of group polarization on the Internet in Condition 1. Since G k =1, the group homogeneity is highest and all the Internet users are in the same interest group which represented as color brown. At first, Internet users hold their own opinion. After opinion leaders release their opinions in the Internet which represented as color red and purple, Internet users begin to follow others' opinions by the influence of co-determined factors (I e , T s , T p , T a ) which is represented by color changing from brown to red or purple. Eventually, group polarization is formed when 80 percent of Internet users change their opinions and take shape into only two antagonistic polar that represented as red and purple. Fig. 7 shows the formation process of group polarization on the Internet in Condition 2. Since G k =5, the Internet users are in 5 different interest groups which represented as 5 different colors and the group homogeneity is lowest. Process which is similar to Condition 1, on the contrast, for Condition 2, we can find it is difficult to generate group polarization that all individuals still hold their initial points, which is represented by the unchanged color of each agent. Therefore, with the development of time, few agents change their opinions and group polarization could not be formed.
Therefore, we can say that our proposed model is reasonable to describe group polarization behavior on the Internet and show the effectiveness of it. 
B. Single Factor Simulation
In this part, we analyze single factor's influence to the performance of group polarization. Here we just present the results of influence factor group homogeneity in details to reflect the changing condition of these two indicators polarization time and polarization percentage. Table 2 is the parameter settings to simulate the influence of group homogeneity. Keep all other parameters to be the same, just change the value of group variety from 2 to 5 which reflect the decrease of group homogeneity. According to the settings, the raster for agents to move in is a 50×50 square. The density for Internet users and opinion leaders are 0.6 and 0.01 respectively. The value for Ind_thinking, Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub and Topic_Ambi is the condition which is most likely to generate group polarization behavior, so that we can observe group's variation tendency accurately and rapidly. 
Here we only show the figures of polarization percentage for different group variety at T=300s and polarization time.
If increase the variety of group from 2 to 5, from the left side of Fig. 8 , we can find that polarization percentage which is one indicator from the aspect of number of polarized Internet user decreases from 314 to 134 (calculated by sum of number of Internet users in different opinions respectively) at the same observation point T=300s. This result indicates that higher homogeneity of a group, the Internet users in it are more likely to be influenced and form group polarization.
From the right side of Fig. 8 , for Condition 1 to 3, we can find that group polarization always comes into being even though the value of polarization time is quite different (844s, 1340s and 2307s respectively). However, for Condition 4, with the development of time, polarization percentage gradually approaches stable and finally stays at a constant 1100. At this time, when group variety is highest, group polarization can never be formed. This indicates that higher homogeneity of a group, shorter polarization time is. Besides, when group homogeneity is lowest, the agents would be difficult to be influenced by others.
Here we make a conclusion on polarization percentage (pp) from T=100s to 500s and polarization time for different group variety in Table 3 in detail.   TABLE III.  SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT GROUP_VAR   G k 100s 200s 300s 400s 500s Polarization Time (s)  1  155  471  741  967  1068 624s  2  78  164  314  524  698  844s  3  61  122  172  263  331  1340s  4  50  107  172  239  275  2307s  5  56  99  134  175  206  1110s (no polarized) Moreover, we also simulate the influence of Ind_thinking, Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub, Topic_Ambi, opinion leader and first affected Internet users to the effectiveness of group polarization with similar method. Due to the repetitiveness, this part will not be presented, but we will make a further analysis in next section.
C. Multiple Factors Simulation
In this part, we make an analysis on comprehensive influence and ranking relationship between multiple factors which are measured in the same scale (Ind_thinking, Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub and Topic_Ambi) from 1 to 5 respectively. Fig. 9 reflects the comparison between different factors influence on polarization percentage from T=100s to 400s respectively. Observing and comparing different rates of slope, we can make a conclusion on distinct influence levels of the factors. Fig. 10 shows the comparisons between different factors' polarization time. These lines represent Ind_thinking, Group_var, Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub and Topic_Ambi respectively. Using the same observation method, we can also find out the influence ranking between different factors and the definite polarization time. Detailed parameter and results analysis will be shown as follows.
D. Parameter Analysis
The first important objective of our study is to find out how multiple factors comprehensively influence the performance of group polarization on the Internet. At stage 1 of group polarization, in our simulation is considered as T≤100s, polarization percentage is fluctuating with the change of parameters and cannot find obvious tendency. This is because at early evolution of CAS, majority of the agents are still isolated and disordered. They are far from equilibrium and the dissipative structure has not been formed. Therefore, this process of group polarization is still in chaos and could not find orders and regulations.
At stage 2 of group polarization, in our simulation is regarded as the period 100s<T<Polarization_Time which is the stage that emergency happens. It is obvious to find how these factors influence polarization percentage. The influence of Ind_thinking to polarization percentage is dissimilar in different ranges. When independent thinking power is rather low (I e ≤3), the higher the value of it, the smaller polarization percentage is. While, when independent thinking power is relatively high (I e >3), the difference between agents' polarization percentage is not so distinct. The influence of Group_var is remarkable among all the factors. It is obvious that the polarization percentage decreases a lot when group variety changes from 2 to 1. It indicates if all Internet users are in the same group, that is to say, group homogeneity is the most high, group polarization is very likely to be formed. Besides, with the increase of group variety, smaller polarization percentage it will be. The simulation results of ρ show that the higher value of group density, the larger polarization percentage it is, due to the increased interaction frequency between agents. From the simulation results of opinion leaders and first affected Internet users, we can find that opinion leaders determine the polarized results, while, polarization percentage is mainly driven by the first crucial affected individuals instead. It shows the effect of the opinion leaders and first affected individuals respectively. Topic_Sensi plays an important role on group polarization only when the value of it is very high. Besides, when topic sensitivity decreases from 3 to 2, polarization percentage also decreases in a large slope. This indicates if sensitivity of a topic is relatively low (T s <3), Internet users will have small probability to notice it and it is not easy to form group polarization in a large scale, but not for the conditions when T s is high. Compared with other factors, the influence of Topic_Pub is rather stable than other factors. From the simulation results, we can find that polarization percentage has a relatively stable changing rate when change different levels of topic publicity. In other words, we can say that higher the value of topic publicity, larger polarization percentage will be. Topic_Ambi also influences a lot to polarization percentage. Observing the simulation results, the higher value of topic ambiguity, the smaller polarization percentage is. At the same time, when topic is rather ambiguity (T a ≥3), only few Internet users will follow this opinion.
The second important objective of our study is to investigate the ranking relationship between these five influence factors (Ind_thinking, Group_var, Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub and Topic_Ambi) under the guidance of system science. We can classify the factors into 3 ranks according to the influence degree to polarization percentage in this model. The first rank is group homogeneity, topic ambiguity, the second rank is independent thinking power and the third rank is topic sensitivity, topic publicity.
On the whole, changing the levels of factors, we can observe that group homogeneity and topic ambiguity have biggest effect on polarization percentage. For example, observing Fig. 10 , when we change the parameters' level independent thinking power, group homogeneity, topic ambiguity from 1 to 2 and topic sensitivity, topic publicity from 2 to 1, which causes polarization percentage to decrease the most is the factor group homogeneity and topic ambiguity. Then, we can also find that the effect of independent thinking power plays a second leading role on the performance of it. Finally, topic sensitivity and topic publicity have the least effect on group polarization. As a matter of fact, when 1≤Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub≤3, increasing the value of Topic_Pub causes more Internet users to polarize than Topic_Sensi, while, when 4≤Topic_Sensi, Topic_Pub≤5, the result turns over. Just considering the factor topic sensitivity and topic publicity, the results indicate us if topic sensitivity is in low level, Internet users may not pay enough attention on it, while, topic publicity has closer relationship with polarization percentage in this same range. On the other hand, if topic sensitivity is in high level, it affects Internet users more than topic publicity.
At stage 3 of group polarization, in our simulation is regarded as the point T=Polarization Time which is the polarization formation stage. From Fig. 11 , we can obtain conclusions on polarization time and list relative importance rank of influence factors to it, that is Group_var>Topic_Ambi>Ind_thinking>Topic_Sensi>To pic_Pub. For independent thinking power, group homogeneity and topic ambiguity, the higher the value of the parameters, the longer polarization time is. While, for topic sensitivity and topic publicity, the polarization time is shorter. Moreover, we can find that topic publicity has minimal effect on polarization time. Such insight is important for the management of system behavior that we should first pay more attention on the factors which influence group polarization most.
The third important objective of our study is to find codetermined factors' threshold value to generate group polarization emergency behavior.
Due to the discussions above, the performance of group polarization is a non-linear coupling function of individual factors, group factors and topic factors. According to equation (1), (2) and the analysis results, the value of Co_Factor mainly determines the value of Percep_benefit. Decreasing Percep_benefit postpones group polarization behavior. When we change these five parameters Topic_Ambi∈ (1, 5) Topic_Sensi∈ (1, 5) , Topic_Pub∈ (1, 5) , Ind_thinking∈ (1, 5) , and Group_var∈ (1, 5) for each value and iterate more than 125 times (since the value of group density also needs to be changed) , we find there is a threshold for Co_Factor to make polarization behavior emerge. Approximately, when Co_Factor>0.2, group polarization always comes into being no matter how different between the values of polarization percentage and polarization time. While, if Co_Factor≤0.2, group polarization can never take into shape. The findings show the importance of Co_Factor to control system emergency and catastrophe.
V. KEY FINDINGS
Using the idea of CAS, our study extends social comparison and informational influence theory by identifying influence factors in details and finding out their effect on group polarization. What's more important, our research mainly contributes to the multiple factors comprehensive influence and relative importance ranking relationship between them. The results have important implications for conducting complex human behavior in system in order to promote or inhibit emergency on the Internet.
Our findings suggest that the optimal period to conduct system's tendency is at stage 1: polarization preliminary stage. This is because at this stage, the system order has not been self-organized by non-linear interactions between agents that each agent only goes about his own business. Besides, the influence of opinion leaders has not shaped into stable tide which is unlikely to arouse Internet users to follow. Therefore, if we want to conduct the final trend of complex behaviors, take measures as early as possible, which can promote the first affected Internet users to perform as what we want.
Additionally, according to our study, there are some suggestions to guide system's behavior.
For individual factors, it is almost impossible to alter agent's intrinsic attribute independent thinking power. Therefore, this is not the primary way to conduct group polarization.
For group factors, group homogeneity and opinion leaders are two operable factors which should be paid more attention to. Group homogeneity plays the most important role on polarization's performance. The rational way to relieve this behavior is to attract more varieties of Internet users participating in an application or the discussions on an event. Opinion leaders can lead to the final results of group polarization, so that we can foster some opinion leaders in advance to control the polarization result.
For topic factors, the first consideration is information ambiguity. Increasing the information clarification and arguments would arouse individuals to lean towards this opinion. For example, if some company desires to publicize their products online, it is better for them to "show off" the advantages of the product with full arguments which is more likely for the customers to believe in. Moreover, attaching high sensitivity and publicity tags to the advertisement of a product also increase the probability for Internet users polarize into one polar, the result may be "the product is extreme good" or "the product is extreme bad" based on the features of arguments. This will bring word-of-mouth and profits to related enterprises.
From the aspect of system, group polarization behavior can only emerge when co-determined factor larger than the threshold value 0.2. Therefore, if we want to generate or prevent this behavior, we must pay attention on the value of it. However, it is worth emphasizing that these suggestions may not all-purpose depending on the complexity of system. The unexpected emergencies online own the characteristics of explosive and group diffusion and spread in uncertain evolution directions. In addition, the information of events is supposed to be enlarged more rapidly considering the force of Internet. Therefore, we need to consider whether it is suitable to take aforementioned measures depending on specific situations and events.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we research on group polarization behavior on the Internet by the proposed model multiagents using system thinking methodology. Firstly, we make a clarification on the concept and identify the influential factors trigger set of group polarization, which is composed by three dimensions, individual, group and topic. And then, the related theoretical bases are provided. Secondly, grounded on mechanisms of group polarization, we divide the whole evolution process of this system into three stages, comprised by polarization preliminary stage, emergency stage and formation stage. Thirdly, we establish group polarization model on the Internet and simulate by Swarm. Self-organized by principle of CAS, this system emerges the ranking relationship between influence factors to this behavior. For polarization percentage, the first rank influence factors are group homogeneity and topic ambiguity, the second rank influence factor is independent thinking power and the third rank influence factors are topic sensitivity and topic publicity. For polarization time, the relative importance rank is Group Variety>Topic ambiguity>Independent thinking power>Topic sensitivity>Topic publicity. Finally, based on the analysis and discussions, there is a threshold value for co-determined factor to generate catastrophe of group polarization, that is 0.2. Eventually, some specific management recommendations on this system behavior are made to help conduct the trend of public opinions online and the evolution of system.
In conclusion, as the Internet environment and emergencies vary rapidly and unexpectedly, we cannot expect our research results can be applied to all conditions. Besides, more influence factors, such as network structure, might be considered in further study. While, we hope our study can give relative references and implications to those who have related confusions on CAS and group polarization behavior on the Internet.
